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Cavity QED

decay atom: γ
radiation:  κ

A. Blais et al., PRA 04; A. Wallraff et al., Nature 04

Circuit QED

E. Il’ichev et al., PRL 03

Driven Circuit QED System



I.   Decoherence and relaxation in ac-driven qubits

II. Single-qubit lasing and cooling at the Rabi frequency

III. Sisyphus damping and amplification

IV. Photon-number squeezed states



Noise and decoherence: standard results

longitudinal
and transverse noise

Noise power spectrum 

regular power spectrum: Golden rule ⇒ exponential decay

“pure dephasing”relaxation rate decoherence

longitudinal 1/f noise ⇒

quadratic longitudinal 1/f noise (sweet spot strategy)

⇒ power law decay



Decoherence and relaxation of a driven qubit

Near-resonantly driven qubit  +  noise

→ rotating frame, RWA
detuning

→ eigenbasis of driven qubit



Qubit Hamiltonian in rotating frame  

Decay rates in the rotating frame

• relaxation

• ‘pure’ dephasing

• full dephasing rate

For smooth noise spectrum

• standard relaxation rate of undriven system

• standard pure dephasing rate

• “new” rate 



Longitudinal 1/f noise

rot. frame,
RWA,
diag.

“non-exponential” pure dephasingrelaxation

on resonance “resonant – sweet spot”

Transverse coupling to slow (1/f) noise 

⇒ effective quadratic longitudinal coupling (2nd order)

⇒ power-law decay



F.H.L. Koppens, D. Klauser, W. A. Coish, K. C. Nowack, L.P. Kouwenhoven, D. Loss, and L.M.K. Vandersypen

cond-mat/0703640



Effective temperature of a driven qubit

Rabi driving

in rotating frame
smooth noise spectrum

effective temperature depends on detuning

blue detuning ⇒
negative temperature

red detuning



(Mollow 69, Zakrewski et al., 91)Population inversion with dressed states

quantize driving field:

coherent state

Relaxation
of qubit

blue detuned dominant transition: 

observed as Mollow triplett⇒ population inversion
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Single-qubit lasing and cooling at the Rabi frequency

Driving Qubit Oscillator

E. Il’ichev et al., PRL (2003)

Idea: Drive qubit to perform Rabi oscillations 

in resonance with slow oscillator  

For blue detuning
laser-like pumping of the oscillator

For red detuning: cooling



Flux qubit  + Rabi driving 
+ Oscillator

qubit current

LC circuit

deviation from 
symmetry point

→ Rotating frame, RWA, diagonalization

detuning↔

+ dissipation



Dissipation

Lindblad form
for resonator:

for Qubit:

no up-transition (T≈0), no pure dephasingonly relaxation

Dissipation in the rotating frame

Transformations introduce up-transition = Pumping
+ pure dephasing

for                                          infinite temperature
for                                          negative temperature

(blue detuning)



Laser theory
Zakrewski et al., “Theory of dressed state lasers” (1991)

Here lasing and cooling at

Langevin equation in the coherent-state representation for 

(one-photon regime)

Detuning of Rabi frequency

Photon saturation number



Lasing and cooling at the Rabi frequency, 
1 and 2 photon processes

Bistability

⇒ qualitative agreement with experiment
not (yet) quantitative, probably due to low Q
enhancement of n by order of magnitude

J. Hauss, A. Fedorov, C. Hutter, 
A. Shnirman, G.S. , PRL accepted
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Couple qubit to 
nano-mechanical oscillator

Charge qubit coupled capacitively to nano-mechanical oscillator.
Same physics but higher quality: Q ~ 105

⇒ proper lasing state possible: SASER  (Sound amplification ...)

strong cooling is possible
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drive oscillator,
study its response



Sisyphus damping and amplification by a sc. qubit

Sisyphus
rolling stone uphill
all the time
⇒ damping of oscillator
response (and cooling)

• drive resonator, measure response
• bias near- but off-resonance 

M. Grajcar, van der Ploeg, A. Izmalkov, E. Il’ichev, H.-G. Meyer, 
A. Fedorov, A. Shnirman, G. S., arXiv:0708.0665

lucky Sisyphus
rolling stone downhill
⇒
amplification of oscillator



Response of tank circuit

Amplitude of the r f tank voltage 
versus magnetic bias of the qubit 
for various amplitudes of the r f driving 
of the tank circuit 
Experiment and theory
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J



Superconducting SET Coupled to Oscillator

J

Armour, Blencowe, Schwab, PRL 2002
Rodrigues, Imbers, Armour, PRL 2007
Marthaler, Shnirman, G.S., in prep.



Photon number <n> and Fano-factor  F = <(n − <n>)2>/ <n>



Photon-number squeezing

gap structure in quasiparticle
tunneling rate Γ
+ anharmonicity of oscillator

Photon number distribution  p(n)



Summary
I.   Decoherence and relaxation in driven qubits

II. Single-qubit lasing and cooling at the Rabi frequency

III. Sisyphus damping and amplification

IV. SSET coupled to oscillator: photon-number squeezing


